
EDITOR’S MESSAGE

Dear Students,

After a long and much needed break, you are now going to start a new 

academic year filled with hope and excitement. India is undergoing a 

digital revolution. There is a growing need for quality computer graduate. 

You should be able to use the knowledge you gain in a way that benefits the 

common man in simplifying has life and increasing his financial returns.

You should strive to be creative and whatever possible help people around 

you become more familiar with technology.

There is a myth among a few that technology to an impediment. This is due 

to lack of knowledge. We should help clear this myth whatever possible. 

For eg we can educate these vendors on how they can go digital in buying 

and selling their vegetables. This will help them maximize their profits. 

This is one among many ways in which you as computer students can help a 

large number of people. It is for you to be enthusiastic and have the 

intention to make a difference.

Be true to yourself and results will follow.  
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The window socket is an idea so fabulously 

simple, its slightly amazing that we haven’t seen 

before. It is designed by kycho song bx oh. The 

charger sticks to a window and draws solar 

power to an internal charger/battery which 

enables one to either plug small devices into the 

outlet right there and then, or save the stored 

power for use during the night. Users can use it 

intuitively without special training. It sticks to a 

window with a suction plate that enriches the 

solar panel. A basic outlet feeds the converted 

s o l a r  p o w e r  t o  a  d e v i c e .  T h i s  i s  a 

charger/converter that can be used anywhere 

there is daylight particularly where power 

generation is low.

At present, window socket is still a concept, but 

in the near future the designers hope to increase 

its efficiency in energy storage and recharge 

time. The battery on the window socket is very 

small; at 1000mAh. The stored power is enough 

to charge a mobile phone. If it is a USB outlet 

rather than normal charger the power will not be 

enough to run household appliances. It can 

provide 10 continuous hours of power when 

charged completely. It presently takes about 5-8 

hours to get fully charged.

SOLAR POWER PORTABLE SOCKET

John Baptist,  BCA - III

Control lens that can record video, store it, play it 
back and adjust, zoom, focus and aperture.

1. The contact which only need to be worn on one 
eye can be switched on and off by closing the 
eyelids. Users could switch camera mode on and 
off by closing their eyelids.
.
2. Time period of usual blinking is from 0.2 to 0.4 
seconds, in this case the period of blinking 
exceeds 0.5 seconds the blinking is conscious 
blinking the patient application reads.

3. They use sensors to detect the length of an 
eyelid closure and distinguish blinks for voluntary 
movements.  They could  a lso  use  their 
smartphones to control the contact lens.

4. Lenses could also keep track every time the 
user’s eyelids closes while the video is recording, 
so that the resulting black screens cab be deleted 
later on.

5. The system is equipped to correct tilted images, 
get rid of blur, control focus and aperture. The 
contact could also take photos, correct the blurry 
images and manage auto focus, zooming and 
aperture controls.

6. Users could use predetermined movement of 
the eyelids to play video, different from the blink 
required to activate or deactivate other functions. 
The operation input is such that the users press 
and the end of the eyelids of the patient is closed.

CONTROL LENS WITH MICROCHIP

Janani O,  BCA - III
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Priyadarshini M,   BCA-III

1.   Which one is the first word processor application?

Answer:..................................

2.   Which operating system is developed and used by Apple Inc.

Answer:.................................

3.    Firewall in computer is used for.

Answer:................................

4.   The basic units of Excel spreadsheet where we enter data is called  

Answer:................................

5.   Which one is a 'text editor' for Microsoft Windows?     

Answer:..............................

6.   Text editor of unix is....? 

Answer:................................

8.   The main page of a Web site is Known as..?

Answer:................................

7.   Which Company first developed the Java Programming language?

Answer:.............................

CRUSH YOUR BRAIN

The methods of trying to innovate new technologies 

from getting out of control : new research suggests 

that ideas/ changes could soon become ineffective.

Independence is in favor of progress, invention of 

new technologies has made the world safer, its people 

heathier , their lives more fulfilling with more wealth 

and knowledge.

Humanity, hope and confidence on technology will 

continue to spread more equally worldwide. It 

doesn’t mean that we should not recognize the 

changes that technology causes. A robot may not be 

coming for your job, but your job is likely to keep 

changing while emerging technologies can improve 

the speed, quality and decrease the cost of goods & 

services. This leads to the displacement of workers, 

the worldwide number of industrial robots has 

increased rapidly over the past few years which can 

operate all day without interruption, make them cost 

competitive when compared with workers. Are 

robots going to replace people in day to day life? No.

Machines will not replace humans, they will make 

our lives even better. It is the governments’s 

responsibility to help citizens to ensure that benefits 

of new technology are equally spread and it helps us 

g r o w  a s  a  n a t i o n .

So, let us not worry about robots and technologies 

taking our jobs. Rather, let us learn more about the 

benefits of technology with the great inventive spirit 

of mankind.

We have no idea exactly about how much technology 

will affect employment prospects. But we know that 

it will be bring with a lot of changes.

“Nothing endures But change”
                                      -Heraclitus, a philosopher.

Shalini P,   BCA-III
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9.  A------ is a collection of spreadsheet pages.

Answer:...............................

10. Which one of is not a special program in MS -Office?

Answer:..............................

THE PACE OF EVOLUTION IN 
TECHNOLOGY IS GETTING OUT OF 
CONTROL BY MAKING IT BETTER
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Myo armband is a gesture recognition device worn 

on the forearm and manufactured by Thalmic Labs. 

Myo enables the user to control technology 

wirelessly using various hand motions. It uses a set 

of electromyographic (EMG) sensors that sense 

electrical activity in the forearm muscles, combined 

with a gyroscope, accelerometer and magnetometer 

to recognize gestures. Myo can be used to control 

video games, presentations, music and visual 

entertainment. It differs from the Leap Motion 

device as it is worn when compared to  a 3D array of 

cameras that sense motion in the environment.

An armband is a piece of material worn around the 

arm over the  of some clothing if present. They sleeve

may be worn for pure ornamentation to mark the 

wearer as belonging to group, having a certain rank 

or , or being in a particular state or condition. role

Sprung armbands, known as , have  sleeve garters

been used by men to keep overlong sleeves from 

dropping over the hands and thereby interfering with 

their use. Armbands may also refer to inflatable 

armbands used to assist flotation for swimmers

Bronze Age armbands have been found to be made 

from  (sometimes gilded) and . Some were bronze jet

constructed so that it would be impossible to remove 

them. 

When used as part of a   it is called a military uniform

brassard. Uniforms serving other purposes such as to 

identify members of ,  or  may clubs societies teams

also have armbands for certain ranks or functions. 

An armband might identify a group , a leader team 

captain, or a person charged with controlling or 

organizing an event. Police Departments in Asia use 

armbands for a "traffic reflection armband" or 

marking a type of unit. Journalists in Asia use an 

armband to mark themselves, similar to a press 

badge.

Continue.....

Armbands are sometimes used to indicate political 

affiliations or to identify the wearer with an 

ideology social movement or .

Large corporations sponsor athletes and teams in 

an effort to get  when the athletes advertising

e x h i b i t  t h e  c o r p o r a t e   v i s i b l y. l o g o

Armbands, ,  and  headbands handbands wristbands

are common forms of such advertising.

The phrase to wear your heart on your , sleeve

meaning to show your feelings, to display an 

emotional affiliation or conviction, is supposedly 

related to armbands. In medieval , ladies of jousts

the court were said to tie a piece of cloth — a  scarf

or  — around the arm of their favouritekerchief  

knight, who thus displayed his affection for the 

lady. 

Armbands are often used to hold a smartphone or a 

portable music player on a wearer's arm while 

doing activities such as lifting weights, running, 

etc. A hybrid type of armband and  handband

combination is now also widely used by runners

Peter , BCA-II
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MYO ARMBAND
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Answer:(Crush your brain)

1.wordstar
2.ios
3.security
4.cell
5.notepad

6.vi editor
7.sun microsystems
8.home page
9.worksheet
10.paint-art
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